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?Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world.? ?  Percy Shelley, A Defense of Poetry.

The poet?s role is society seems to be a diminishing one. Not only is poetry is the least read of 
all l iterary forms, l iterary has also seemed to have gone out of fashion in favour of social media 
and the news. The craving for a ?realistic? depiction of the world has resulted in this gradual 
move of poetry into the metaphorical landfil l of the archaic.
However, l ike a rat cornered, poetry bites back, in unique, and often, powerful and ephemeral 
ways. This issue, we feature poets who write with immense gravitas, and while experimenting 
with form, have managed to articulate the sentiments of self  and nation, whether they are a 
part of it or not. They prove that poetry does not have its place, but stil l has the power to 
provoke imagination and echo the voice of the underground.
Perhaps Shelley says it best, the poet is often unacknowledged, burning with fervor for change, 
the melancholy of expression and the hopes of a people, whatever, wherever, whomever they 
are.
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"A picture is a secret  about  a secret , the more it  tel ls 
you the less you know."

Diane Arbus

PHOTOGRAPHY



1. Bring me to your hiding place. 
2. Spend an hour there with me.

3. Let  me take your photos.

Samantha Ann Francis
samanthan_annfrancis@hotmail.com 
The Eloquent Orifice Volume 3, Issue 2 
E-published October 2015; e2?8

MY HIDING 
PLACE

Where does one go to seek solace when the world is far too loud and 
noisy for your l iking? Where does one hide away when you want  

some quiet  beauty in this chaot ic world? 

These questions led me to document 
some of the places that have become 
enclaves for the individual to seek 
comfort in. Whether a public space or a 
private corner, they share one 
similarity ?  they bring peace to a tired 
heart and a frenzied mind. 

This series intends to capture various 
individuals? quiet moments in the heart 
of a chaotic world. Two f inal shots are 
chosen of each person; the former be-
ing a contemplative and slightly more 
intimate close-up, and the latter, them 
juxtaposed against the environment. I 
try to showcase the very location that 
they have picked as their ?hideout?, via 
vivid colours on Kodak portra 400. 
Colours are kept authentic and very 
much realistic, and the composition is 
central for most, so as to draw the 
eye?s attention to the human aspect of 
the shot. 















"We love the things we love for what they are."
Robert  Frost

POETRY



Who can remember now how it happened 

or where it was around, that day we lost 

the last t iger of Singapore?

Insatiable, they used to roam and prowl 

the island's swamps and forests. Then disappeared. 

Who can remember how it happened?

And apocryphal, that story: shot beneath 

the bil l iard table of the hotel where Kipling 

stayed, the last t iger of Singapore. 

In fact, they were hunted down, a matter 

of usual practice. Rif les cocked, target aimed: 

who can remember how it happened?

It was no accident. We got rid

of the old order, what we did not need: 

the last t iger of Singapore.

We survived. Those radiant stripes, the growl that shook 

our hearts with fear ?  all of it is history.

Who can remember now how it happened

when we lost the last t iger of Singapore? 

THE LAST TIGER OF 
SINGAPORE

Rodrigo V Dela Peña Jr

igordelapena@gmail.com
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DEAR BUKIT BATOK,

today I honor how my hours revolve 

around your axis: insistent beeping 

of delivery trucks come early morning, 

a quick jaunt and jog at the Nature Park 

by night. Like you, I try to make the most 

out of being in the periphery,

the margins where it is easy to be 

given the cold shoulder, the outright yawn

for the meagre gif ts you offer. I stake 

no claim over you, landscape born from

quarried low-slung hills, yet how kindly you 

have opened, unlatched the gate for me

to cross. I walk your streets, scattered with dry 

leaves, the air rich with the scent of cut grass,

and my heart quickens to f ind myself

in this darkening light, this clearing. 



The Last Tiger of Singapore

At its heart, ?The Last Tiger of Singapore? is an elegy. The eponymous 
feline is emblematic of things that have been lost in our relentless 
pursuit of progress, if  not survival. Written in the form of a vil lanelle, 
the repeated lines drive the poem?s momentum and emphasise how 
memory often fails us in many ways (?Who can remember how it hap-
pened??). The poems depicts how we disposed of ?what we did not 
need? in systematic ways, ?a matter of usual practice.? And in our ef-
forts to outlive and outlast what was actually present long before we 
even came to be, we give up ?those radiant stripes, the growl that 
shook/our hearts with fear?, something majestic and sublime. This 
poem asks us to remember ?  and maybe even mourn for ?  that last 
t iger, forever lost in history. 

Dear Bukit Batok,

Since arriving in Singapore, I have been lucky enough to have found a 
nurturing community in Bukit Batok, primarily because the Church of 
St Mary of the Angels, in which I am part of The Heralds, the choir for 
the 12.45 pm Sunday mass, is located here. But beyond the church, the 
neighbourhood itself  has been a true home that has ?opened, un-
latched the gate for me/ to cross?. ?Dear Bukit Batok,? thus shows my 
appreciation by directly addressing Bukit Batok, a personif ied You with 
its own quirky characteristics. Only by recognising the world?s gif ts 
around us (?streets scattered with dry/ leaves, the air rich with the 
scent of cut grass?) do we begin to feel and be at home. 

Biography
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the Palanca Award for Poetry in the Philippines, as well as numerous 
awards from British Council Singapore's Writing the City.
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Plath says it?s like being trapped
 Under a bell jar,

 But I?d say it?s a litt le bit more than
 That ?  more like being trapped

 Under a bell jar, and pinned to the ground,
 With your eyes taped wide open;

 It?s like,
 Waking every morning to f ind

 Everything is in greyscale,
 Your heart beats fast and loud

 But you?re not alive,
 No, not really ?

 It?s like,
 Being stuck in a nightmare you can?t outrun,

 And your screams can?t be heard.
 

But it gets better,
 Bit by bit,

 When each morning, the sun rises
 And you f ind you?re stil l breathing. 

MY BELL JAR



With our eyes tightly shut
 We knuckle our eyes,
 Rubbing deep,
 Pushing away the dirt and grime
 Of the things we see,
 To see a whole other Universe,
 Where you and I
 Are beautiful specks of stardust,
 Floating in double helical movement,
 Entwined and inseparable,
 With our eyes wide open. 

PHOSPHENES



This piece borders between being a short story and a prose 
poem, taking the form of a prose poem, but extending 
beyond the typical length of a prose poem. In slight excess 
of 800 words, ?The Sunflower Girl? is not only a look into 
the human condition, but also explores the intricate 
complexities of the Sunflower Girl, who is at once a 
portrayal and representation of the invisible individual 
that ?exist[s] along the periphery, looking in, always 
looking in?, never really f itt ing in, and always giving a litt le 
bit of herself  to others, leaving nothing for herself  at the 
end, ?with arms emptied of f lowers?.

?The Sunflower Girl? was written with the intention of 
exploring the human condition, and the deep sadness and 
melancholy that arise from constantly giving a part of 
yourself  to others who take, sometimes ruthlessly, but 
never receiving anything to f il l the void. Born out of 
personal experience with major depression, this piece 
delves into the rough waves of emotions that accompany 
depression, and the feeling of, to quote Sylvia Plath, being 
trapped within a glass jar.

Work Cited

Plath, Sylvia. The Bell Jar. Great Britain: Harper & Row, 
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Cog and captain, ballerina and bargain-hunter, enter my 
heart.
Il luminate its chambers and arteries,
The necessary places of pause and industry. Make me   
Young again with brochure and jackhammer. A real 
traff ic-stopper.

METROPOLIS

SELF DOUBT
Sharpening the pencil
to delay
using the pencil.

Peter Bakowski

pbakowski@yahoo.com
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Your pil low is a broken dinner plate.
The bed sheets are made of t in.
Rats skitter across the rafters of your ribs.
A moth plummets from its orbit
of the reading lamp.

You can?t read.
The words crawl off  the page,
drag your eyelids down a hole
in the skirt ing boards.

Each minute is glacial in this
landscape without footprints,
except for the circle 
made by your own.
The map f laps its wings,
f l ies from your hands. 

Stil l you set sail
from the mouth of a yawn,
past a reef of corpses
and f loating debris?
broken oars
and the hands of clocks.

In the trough and swell of waves,
you fall and rise,
fall and rise,
as you row moon-infected
towards the glimpsed
then lost
then glimpsed again
horizon
of the window sill.

PORTRAIT OF 
AN INSOMNIAC



?Metropolis? is an acrostic poem. The f irst letter of each 
line read vertically spells ?CITY?, mirroring the poem?s tit le 
and focus. My method in writ ing this poem was to type 
?CITY? vertically and build the poem from there. The word 
?CITY? became scaffolding for the poem. In thIS four-line 
poem, I try to convey the simultaneous multiplicity of 
activit ies, attractions and energies of a city.

?Self  doubt? simply and directly conveys hesitation, 
whenever a person seeks to turn a blank page or canvas 
into a poem, painting, essay or revelation of the self  or the 
world.

?Portrait of an insomniac? uses the real and surreal to 
reveal the hallucinatory and disturbing nature of insomnia 
where one stresses and worries about not getting to sleep, 
and by doing so, diminishes its l ikelihood.

Biography

A Melbourne-based poet, Peter Bakowski has been writing 
poetry for 32 years. No matter how many books he writes in 
his lifetime, they?ll all be about what it?s like to be a human 
being.
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WE WANT YOU.
The Eloquent Orifice is always on the lookout for quality works. We warmly encourage 

submissions for the following categories:

Crit ical Essays

Commentaries

Creative works

We are also on the lookout for motivated individuals to join our team!

For more information, go to our website at: www.eloquentorif ice.wix.com/publications, or 
simply e-mail us at: eloquentorif ice@gmail.com.
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